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Background 

In 1891 three men went poaching in Aldbury Nowers wood which belonged to the Stocks estate. 

Unfortunately for them they were surprised by two of the estate's gamekeepers and a violent 

confrontation took place. After a struggle both of the gamekeepers were killed. The men were caught 

and two of them were sentenced to death. The day of execution, 18th March 1892, sparked a leading 

article in The Times and a debate in parliament. Afterwards children would not go near the woods 

where the gamekeepers were murdered because they believed that ghosts walked the area. 

General 

The night was a clear one with almost no wind. The area was a dark one as there are no nearby street 

lights. It was a quiet area with the occasional sound of aircraft passing over Aldbury. There was very 

little car noise as the nearest roads were some way away and with very little traffic, the greatest noise 

coming from Northfield Road. 

Barometric pressure held around 1000 throughout the night. 

Pre-Vigils 

From the cars the team took the short walk into the wood. After walking along the tree-lined avenue 

running northeast from the road the team paused near a description board relating to the Aldbury 

Nowers Nature Reserve to discuss the investigation. As we had previously investigated the northern 

part of the wood it was decided that this time we would stay in the south. For the sites investigated see 

Figure 1 on the next page. 

As the team are standing where the paths split deciding who wants to go where, Steph sees a large flash 

of white/yellow light with a hint of green at the edge. This appears briefly a few meters behind Bill and 

Andy on the path behind them. Dee has investigated this location before, but has no memory of the 

history of the area, or of what the haunting is purported to be. She remembers only that during a 

previous investigation, a walker passed the team doing a séance in the dark just off a main path up the 

wooden steps! 

When walking up the main path into the woods on this occasion, Dee is drawn to continue straight up, 

as opposed to taking the path to the left or the steps. 

As we were all standing and deciding who was in what team, Elaine sees what she thought was 

someone walking down the path. It turns out to be the light through the trees. 

Vigil 1 

Team 1 (Bill, Andy and Steph): East End of East-West Path – 21:14 to 21:45 

For this vigil the team sat near the end of the footpath that runs through to the golf course in the east. 

Bill sat just to the west of a track that runs north through the wood and 15 metres north of the east-west 

path facing east-southeast. Steph sat closer to the end of the east-west path and just north of the path 

whilst Andy sat south of the path near the edge of the wood. For the positions of the team members see 

Figure 2 at the bottom of the next page. 
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21:14 Bill notes that there is the sound of a dog barking coming from the direction of the clubhouse to 

the east by south. There is also the sound of bleating sheep. 

21:15 Andy radios for a time check. 

 Steph measures the temperature as -8.3°C. (She is not sure 

this is accurate). 

21:23 Andy takes a temperature reading of +0.5°C. 

21:24 Steph hears what sounds like two loud and steady breaths 

in front of her. They appear to come from the other side of 

the fallen log she is sitting behind. 

21:30 While looking to her left Elaine notices a tall figure run 

between the trees on the other side of the path. 

21:31 Steph has the image of a big black cat (panther-like) come 

in to her head. 

Figure 1: The Investigation Area 

Figure 2: Vigil 1 - Team 1 Positions 
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21:33 Bill measures the temperature at +3.6°C. 

 Andy can hear two people to his right talking in the distance (likely to be the other team). 

21:38 A tinkling sound is heard by Bill coming from the direction of Stocks to the east. This happened 

twice. 

 Steph spends quite a while observing a blue flashing light through the trees in the distance. This 

looks like police car’s blue lights. 

21:43 Bill measures the temperature at +3.7°C. 

Towards the end of the vigil there was a lot of noise and flashing lights coming from the other team. 

Team 2 (Dee, Oz, Elaine and Sarah C): Path to South – 21:14 to 21:45 

Dee positions herself further towards the edge of the woods than 

the rest of the team. She starts the vigil facing the path and can see 

the other team in the trees opposite some distance into the woods 

on the other side of the path. For the positions of the team 

members see Figure 3 on the right. 

21:15 Almost straight away there was a noise like an animal 

rummaging in the dead leaves on the ground probably 

about 20 to 30 metres away. It was a heavy animal. Sarah’s 

first thought was a deer or fox. The noise continued. Sarah 

saw a small flash of blue light to her left. 

21:18 After we all settled into the vigil Elaine hears a buzzing 

sound behind her, nothing can be seen to be making the 

noise. 

21:19  Dee quickly becomes aware of the sound of loud, definite 

walking around in the dry undergrowth some 6 metres or 

so behind her. She feels very unnerved, as it sounds as 

though it is getting nearer. It sounds like a person, but 

could also be a deer or other large animal. 

 Elaine hears someone walking through the leaves, as if they are kicking their feet. 

21:21 Dee has become so unnerved by the constant deliberate walking sounds that she has to stand up 

when she feels that it is approaching her from behind. She figures that if it’s an animal, it will 

run away with her sudden, noisy movement. It continues which surprises and alarms Dee, as she 

can see nothing. She shines her torch across the surrounding area and can see no animal or eye 

shine at all. Due to the lack of undergrowth, visibility through the sparse trees is fairly good. 

Dee turns her chair around noisily so that she is facing the edge of the woods and is able to see 

the area to her right where the walking sounds are coming from. She now has her back to the 

rest of the team several meters away. 

 As Elaine turns around to look towards Oz, there is a bright flash in front of her right eye. 

21:23 Oz reported that from this point intermittently throughout the vigil there are sounds of 

rustling/movement in the scrub to the south/southeast of the group. 

Figure 3: Vigil 1 - Team 2 Positions 
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21:24 Elaine notes that the sound of walking through the leaves has stopped after 5 minutes. 

21:25 Sarah stood up to turn around and face where the noise/footsteps were coming from. Sarah 

checked her KII meter, and saw no movement. The footsteps were getting nearer and Sarah put 

her torch on expecting to see an animal very near, but there was no sign of anything at all. No 

eye shine or glimpse of anything, and you could see for quite a way in the trees as there was no 

undergrowth. Also to be noted was the fact that the footsteps stopped for a second, then carried 

on even with the torch on, a definite step and rummaging the leaves. The wind was also blowing 

from behind us toward the noise, so if it was an animal, Sarah thought it would have caught 

wind of us and moved off the other way. 

21:26 The walking continues, but seems to have moved towards the other team members. Dee notes 

that at the start of the vigil there were a lot of dogs barking down in the village, which suddenly 

stop at this point. 

 Oz hears possibly aggravated sheep braying from the east. 

21:28 Dee jumps when she hears what sounds like a horse blowing to her left on the other side of the 

path. 

21:29 Dee notes that there are no leaves on the trees, which makes the woods eerily silent, even in the 

breeze. 

21:30 Dee reports that the walking noise stops suddenly. 

21:31 Sarah saw a blue light to her right. It was quite large, and lingered for longer than a flash. Sarah 

remained standing for the rest of the vigil, holding a large stick! 

21:32 Dee gets a fleeting impression in her mind’s eye of a chase. Shouting. Few people. Hunting? 

Farmers? Poaching? 

 Oz sees two gentle lights/flashes from around the path (to his left periphery). Suspects this is 

because of the cold and eyes settling into the dark. 

21:34 Dee hears a male voice calling. She thinks it might have been from the village below. A train 

goes by in the distance. Dee is very cold. 

21:35 Dee gets the image in her mind’s eye of a small procession. Lots of people in brown and green 

clothes. 

 Elaine has the feeling of someone standing behind her and feels all on edge, and recites the 

Lord’s Prayer which she has never done on an investigation before. 

21:38 Sarah put her torch on again expecting an animal to be very near. There was nothing to be seen. 

21:39 Elaine has gone cold and can’t stop shivering. 

Noises from the woods get louder/nearer. Oz hears two laboured sounding breaths nearby. KII meter 

flashes to halfway – this is later determined as mobile phone interference. 

Post-Vigil 

Sarah has two pictures taken straight after the vigil, with orbs in, which she will send to Bill for 

analysis. 
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Pre-Vigil 

Following the previous vigil, the teams meet up at the point on the east-west path where the path splits. 

Dee and Oz witness flashing pinpricks of light on the path they’d just come down from Vigil 1. The 

group decides to do a séance. For some reason, Dee is extremely uncomfortable about doing a séance 

(like it would attract something/someone she doesn’t want to attract) and in the end decides to do a 

vigil with Andy F, who also did not want to do a séance. It is notably strange that neither wanted to 

participate. 

21:59 While the whole team gathered at a fork in the path Oz comments on flashes/specks of light up 

the path towards the north and the vigil site. Others in group comment on seeing similar. 

Vigil 2 

Team 1 (Andy F and Dee): Grim’s Ditch – 22:06 to 22:27 

For this vigil Dee is located near where the ditch crosses the east-west footpath whilst Andy is located 

further south along the ditch facing an old tree stump. Dee has her back to the slope down towards the 

cars; she is looking up the hill. For the positions of the team members see Figure 4 below. 

22:06 Andy takes a temperature reading of -1°C. 

22:07 Dee notes a screeching noise (owl?) up towards where the 

others are conducting their séance. 

22:08 Dee can hear laughter from the séance team. 

22:14 Dee gets the sudden sensation that someone has touched 

the crown of her head. She notes that there is no breeze and 

all is very quiet. The only sounds she can hear are distant 

traffic and the occasional aircraft. She is not sitting near 

any branches, and had not been moving, so she cannot 

explain the feeling of something touching the top of her 

head. 

22:16 Dee notices that to her left, along the ditch, it seems to be 

suddenly very misty/foggy. 

22:17 Dee hears Bill’s voice from the other group up the hill, and to her left she can hear constant 

peeping of a small bird or animal. 

22:18 Dee hears a distant dog barking, but feels strongly that dogs are significant to this place. 

22:20 Dee notes that she feels much more comfortable in this location than in the previous vigil...and 

it is much warmer! 

 Andy briefly observes a red eye staring at him from inside the old tree trunk. 

22:21 Dee jumps when a bird (pheasant?) is startled! 

22:25 Andy observes it is getting foggy and has also observed that Dee appears to be constantly 

staring in his direction, although he cannot see her face just notes she appears to be looking in 

his direction. 

Figure 4: Vigil 2 - Team 1 Positions 
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Séance 

Team 2: Path Junction to East – 22:09 to 22:28 

For this séance the team formed a circle at the point where the 

path that runs south through the wood splits off the east-west path. 

For the positions of the team members see Figure 5 on the right. 

Two EMF meters and four sound recorders were placed in the 

centre of the circle whilst Steph videoed the séance. 

22:08:38 Sarah reports a flash of light and the team discuss the 

possibility of it being a car. 

22:09:11 Séance proper starts. 

22:11:43 Steph hears something moving. 

22:12:04 Elaine notices a light between the trees. This is 

acknowledged by Steph. This could be a light near 

Aldbury seen through the trees. 

22:12:42 One of the two KII meters on the ground flashes (Oz’s). The team discuss the possibility of it 

being due to a phone so everyone turns their phones off or sets them to Flight Mode. 

22:13  Sarah has a sound clip of a ‘humph’, or a yawn or a breath out (maybe one of us). 

22:15:19 Bill tests the KII responses by calling Steph’s mobile. Oz’s KII responds straight away with 

Bill’s following suit shortly after. 

22:16:45 Sarah reports that it has gone cold around her back. Elaine says that the front of her legs are 

cold. Bill checks the temperature and reports that it is virtually the same as it was during the 

last vigil. 

22:18:12 Sarah sees a blue light but no car. One did appear on Northfield Road 10 seconds later. 

22:19:06 Bill notes that there is a slight breeze on his back coming down the path from the east. 

22:19:17 Steph observes a spot of light on the ground a few metres away behind Sarah. 

22:20:21 Steph reports suddenly feeling warm. Bill says that his right hand is warm but his left is cold 

as it faces into the wind. 

22:21:14 Steph reports that even her knees are unusually warm. She has warm patches everywhere. 

22:21:45 Bill sees a red light along the path to the south. He thought it might have been a car tail light 

but this was unlikely as the whole area was red with a bright red spot in the centre. He 

watched it fade out. 

22:22:20 Sarah says that her left hand is now cold then she suddenly sees a flash of light to the west 

followed shortly after by a car on the Northfield Road. 

22:24:05 Sarah gets the name John. 

22:24:40 Sarah reports hearing voices. No one else heard them. 

22:25:51 Sarah’s camera beeps. 

22:26:08 Sarah reports getting 1812.  

Figure 5: Séance Positions 
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22:26:44 A radio message is received from Andy asking if we have been taking photographs with 

flash. We hadn’t. He also suggested that we head down to his vigil site. 

22:27:21 Séance ends. 

During the séance, Steph has a warm feeling around her knees/thighs, arms and hands. She has no 

explanation for this as it is very cold. This lasts for a little while then seems to fade away. Steph also 

sees a small light on the path behind Sarah and Oz. 

Elaine picks nothing up during the séance. 

Vigil 3 

Team 1 (Andy F, Bill, Steph, Dee and Oz): South End of Wood – 22:50 to 23:15 

Following the activity experienced during the first vigil, Dee 

suggests that it is worth investigating up there again. For this vigil 

both teams combined in the area where Team 2 had undertaken the 

first vigil as they had had several things happen. We spent a little 

while exploring the area with Bill walking almost to the south end 

of the wood. The team spread themselves out along the path 

running to the south as shown in Figure 6 on the right. For this 

part of the investigation Sarah and Elaine returned along the east-

west path to undertake the vigil at a bench on the west side of the 

wood. 

For this vigil Bill sat on the east side of the path with his back to 

Aldbury and Stocks. Andy F sat in Dee’s previous location, while 

Dee positioned herself around where Oz was in Vigil 1. Dee 

decided to stand up for this vigil and supported herself by leaning 

against a horizontal tree branch. 

22:50 Bill noted that there was more traffic noise at this site 

especially from the west by south. 

22:52 Dee reports an aircraft is flying overhead. It is now very cold. 

22:55 Oz sees flickering movement overhead, most likely bats. 

22:57 The temperature is measured by Bill at -1.7°C. 

22:59 Dee notes that things feel peaceful and not at all like they were before. 

23:00 Dee decides to try meditating and noting down what comes to her. 

23:02 During this vigil Steph does not hear, feel or see anything unusual. The area feels quite calm 

and peaceful but felt a bit oppressive when she first walked through it. 

 Bill measures the temperature at -2°C. 

23:03 Dee hears a bird twittering in a tree somewhere near Andy F. 

23:05 Dee hears a train in the distance. It feels like the temperature has dropped considerably. 

Figure 6: Vigil 3 Positions 
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23:10 Dee gets a clear image in her mind’s eye of many soldiers standing around in-between the trees 

staring at her. She wants to say they are Civil War soldiers, but they might be much older. They 

are just staring. 

23:11 Dee hears the word “crime” very clearly in her right ear. 

23:12 Oz sees possible movement from deeper in the scrub. When he lights up the area there is 

nothing mobile but possibly swaying branches. 

Team 2 (Elaine and Sarah C): Close to Grim’s Ditch – 22:45 to 23:15 

For this vigil Elaine and Sarah C sat on a bench just to the west of Grim’s Ditch. 

22:48 Sarah saw a blue light in the bushes ahead. An aircraft went overhead, and then changed 

direction toward Luton. 

22:51 A scream is heard by Elaine to her left and puts it down to coming from the village. 

22:53 Sarah saw another blue light, but was not aware of a car. 

22:54 Elaine notices that her drinks bottle was not done up properly and had leaked down the front of 

her jeans. 

 Sarah notices what looked like a torch light through the trees as if someone was walking 

towards us, after a while it disappears. The team put it down to the plane flying over. 

23:01 Sarah saw a flash on her KII meter which was on the bench in-between herself and Elaine. 

23:05 Elaine let it be known she saw a flash on Sarah’s KII meter. 

Post-Vigil 

A couple of minutes before the end of the vigil Sarah and Elaine both notice a car pass slowly by 

looking at ours, it then comes back and stops, then drives off. Elaine radio’s Bill to say that they are 

walking back to the cars; upon checking the cars everything is ok. 

Both Andy and Dee notice the fog has gone and while discussing this Andy asks Dee why she spent so 

much time staring at him. Dee informs Andy she has in fact been looking the other way and did not 

spend a long time looking in Andy’s direction. 

When the group meets up the general consensus is that the area felt cold and empty. Dee mentions the 

area felt more ‘creepy’ and active during the first vigil; Oz agrees. 

Post-Investigation 

Andy has no paranormal video activity and only one unexplained light anomaly on photographs. No 

EVP has been found on audio. 

Oz reports that nothing more caught by audio recordings or photographs taken during the investigation. 

Elaine has nothing caught on her sound recorder. She submitted two photos to be looked at. 
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Equipment List 

Andy Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-DVD306E 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: IR-102 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus WS-560M 

EMF Detector: K-II 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Bill Compass: Silva Type 7 NL 

Digital Camera: Samsung PL81 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: Karknee DT-300 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Dee Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Elaine Digital Camera: Samsung WB100 

Digital Voice Recorder: VN-2100PC 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Oz Digital Camera: Olympus FE230 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN5500PC 

EMF Detector: K-II 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Sarah C Digital Camera: Sony DSC-H50 

EMF Detector: K-II 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Steph Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-SR75E 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: Tecpel DIT-512 

Gauss Meter 

Video IR Light: Sony HVL-IRM 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

 


